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1.1 BHERGEKCE OF THE PKQBbKH «

Greet educationists like Plato, Rousseau, Spencer, 

John Dewey and Monteeeori had put forth various thoughts and 
propounded many theories about education In the western 
countries. Zn the same nay there happened to be Indian 
thinkers like Vivekanand, Mahatma Gandhi, Rabindranath 

Tagore and or. Sarvepalli Radhakrlshaan. These Indian 
thinkers have moulded the modern Indian education before and 

after independence. It is very Important to study their 
Impact on Indian education from the point of view of the 

development and changes that took place in Indian education 
during pro and post-independent period. Out of these greet 
thinkers, it Is felt that Or. Sarvepalli Radhakrlshnan's 
educational thoughts have not been studied thoroughly and 

systematically.

The researcher is a lecturer in education. He 
teaches tha Papen-Z vis. "Great Indian Educators'* at b.a. 

level. So he came to know that the students felt very 
difficult to get Or. Radhakrlshnan's educational thoughts 
collected end compiled together at one place, since they 
ere not systematically and carefully compiled, the researcher 
felt a great need to compile end study or. Radhakrlshnan's 
educational thoughts critically.
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Or* Radhakrlshnan *• thought* about education an 
scattarad Id his various books and in many speeches that 
have been delivered by him. Hence# it is essential and 
valuable to compile all his thoughts about various aspects 
of education and to put forth them uith clear picture and 
with full magnitude. It would be a thorough# minute and 
critical study to have an integrated view of his educational 
thoughts. The researcher has# therefore, made up hie mind 
to oospile Dr, Radhakriahnan's educational thoughts and study 
then critically to throw light on his contribution to the 
field of education.

The year 1989 is celebrated as Dr, Radhakrishnan'e 
Birth Centenary Year throughout India, It is celebrated on 
the Government as well ae institutional levels all over 
India, Henoe# the researcher thought that it would i>e 
appropriate to study his educational thoughts and their 
impact on modem Indian education. This can be the most 
befitting tribute or homage that one can pay to 
Dr, Radhakrlshnan,

in the name way# aa the forty years have been passed 
after the setting-cp of university education Commission 
(1948-49) popularly known as Dr, Radhakrlshnan oommission 
as he was the Chairman of the sens# the researcher thought 
that it would be desirable to take account of his educational 
thoughts and their impact upon present education.
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i.a mmsm as *mm *

The problem 1% therefore, «t«t<d as follows s 
"A CRITICAL STUDY Of OR. SfiKVlPALLI 
RAPHAKfGtSHKAH*S EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS.”

The various terms used in the above statement are defined as 

follows t

It Includes thoughts about all dlfferent types and 
levels and asserts of education, in the present research 
work it would be a thorough and complete study of 
Or. Radhakrl shnan *S thoughts on various types of education 
such as general education, vocational/professional education, 
different levels of education such as primary, secondary and 
higher education, and different aspects of education viz. 
alms of education, curriculum, methods of teaching, teachers 
pupils and teacher-pupil relationship.

h.jfcH&L.*

The term study lilies the pursuit for some branch 
of knowledge. A critical study means a thorough or a 
complete study of the subject. The term 'critical* Indicates 
that the study is of a skillful and decisive nature. Zt Is 
s meaningful inquiry. Hare in this research work, the
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researcher wants to study or, Radhakrishnan*s educational 
thoughts so as to know his contribution to the field o£ 
education in India.

1.3 IMPORTANCE OF THE PRQBMM t

ihere are many books written by or. Hadhakrishnan 
as well as many speeches delivered by him. Hence his 
thoughts on education are scattered and no systematic effort 
has been made so far. So it would be the systematic attaapt 
to assess the contribution of or. Radhakrishnan to the 
field of education.

Or. Hadhakrishnan was the Chairman of the University 
Education commission (1948-49)* the very first commission 
set-up after India has become free and as such there is 
direct impaet of his thoughts on the development of education 
in the poet-independent period of Indie.

with a view to enabling the students to face the 
challenges of 21st century Mew Educational Roll cry (1986) 
is framed and its implementation has already been started.
It will be too early to evaluate the New Educational Policy 
(1986), however* one can study the impact of br.Radhakri- 
shnan*B educational thoughts on the nep (1986). in fact 
or. Radhakrishnan's educational thoughts have influenced 
almost all aspects of post-independent era* and it win be
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interesting and instructive too to find out hi* intact on 
modern Indian education.

The researcher also believes that Or. Radhakrlshnan* a 
contribution to education la very much helpful and, 
therefore, significant to solve some of the problems in the 
field of education even today.

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY t

The present research study is undertaken with the 
following objectives *

1) To study Or. Radhakrlshnan *s educational thoughts 
with refinance to ~

a) the aims of education
b) curricultxn
c) teaching methods
d) teachers, pupils and teacher-pupil relationship
e) university education
f) religious and moral education
g) women*s education
h) rural education
i) different vocational education.

2) To Study the impact of Or. Radhakrlshnan's 
thoughts on modern Indian education.
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3) lb make recommendations based on Dr. Radhe- 
krishnan's educational thought* with a view to improving 
vpon current trends and practice* in the field of education.

1.5 LIMITATION TO I

The study is limited to Or. S. Radhakriahnan* a 
educational thoughts only. Hi a thoughts related to other 
field# such as philosophy, religion, ethics, morality.
Hinduism are not taken into consideration. Only those 
thoughts from these fields which are relevant so far as his 
educational thoughts are concerned, are taken into 
con aideration•

1.6 RESEARCH PROCEDURE I

The preeent research is the library type of research. 
The researcher has exploited both the primary and secondary 
sources available to get information to solve the problem.

The present research can be celled as a Descriptive 
Research. John Best defines * Descriptive Research* as.

“Descriptive Research describes and interprets
what is. It is concerned with conditions or relationships
that sxistf practices that prevail# beliefs, points of view or
attitudes that are held# processes Hut are going on# effects

1that are being felt# or trends that are developing."
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So far as* this dissertation describes 
Dr* Radhskrishnan's educational thought* a* they are, 
thi* can be treated a* descriptive research*

Zt can also be treated as a case study of 
Dr* Redhakrlshnan*a educational thoughts*

The basic unit of a case study is * case - a 
peculiar or particular one of its kind* This case nay be 
a huea being, a family, a group, * social Institution or 
an entire community* So far as this research study is 
concerned* Dr* Radhakrlshnao* s educational thoughts can 
be treated sea case, l*a* peculiar or particular or unique 
one.

The case study nethod probes deeply* Zt Is concerned 
with everything that ia significant in tha history of 
development of tha ease* The process ia personalized and 
emphasises the longitudinal approach shoeing development over 
a period of time.

While studying Dr* Radhakdshean*a educational 
thoughts, tha influence of various factors on hie educational 
thoughts has been taken into consideration* yet the focus of 
the present research is not upon these factors/aspect*. 
Secondly, case study ia usually limited to the study of a 
typical or abnormal life* in this sense also this cannot be 
said as a case study. Zt is only in a limited sense that
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tills study osn be called asm ease study of Or. fiedhakrishnan *s 
educational thoughts.

considering the Batura of the data required for I 
the research study, the researcher consulted all the books 
written by Or. Radhakrlshnan. This can be treated as I 

primary source which gives hie (the researcher) the first 
hand information on hr. Radhakrlshnan* s educetio&l 
thoughts. Tbs researcher also consulted e number of books 
wrlttee on or. Radhakrlehnan. Reading of these books gees 
direction as to whst to read and where to look for the 
collection of necessary data.

So far as his aducatlonsl thoughts are concerned, 
the researcher did not find any contradiction in the primary 
and secondary sources.

The researcher also checked for Internal consistency 
of his educational thoughts. He found that he la consistent 
in his educational thoughts. Thus, validity and rail ability 
of his educational thoughts have been established.

After collecting the necessary data. i.e.
Or. Radhakrlshntfi*s educational thoughts from these primary 
and secondary sources, the researcher has classified tnsm 
under the various categories mentioned under objective 1, 
referred above.
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Than, the researcher organised his educational 
thoughts* interpreted then; and made generalisations of his 

educational thoughts. He also esamfitad the impact of his 

educational thoughts on the current trends and present 
practices in the field of education, in the end, he eade 
certain recommendation* based on Or. KadhakrlahnaD'a 

educational thoughts.

Z.7 MASS* £*SM&m *

Data thus collected* analysed end interpreted 
and conclusion# based therein have been systematically 
presented with the help of following eleven chapters.

wmssi * mmssum
This chapter introduces the topic. It gives the 

details about the approach to ths problem and reasons for 

choosing the topic for the study, the statement of tha 
problem and definitions of the specific tease* objectives 

of the study end limitations of the study. It also deals 
with the research procedure of the study.

gH/ffTSfali t AJMLfiBKajLBIA. RAPHAKHISHUSH

Since this study deals with the contribution of 
Op. s. Radhakrishnan to the field of education, it is 
thought appropriate to have his life-sketch which may throw
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some light on the develop®®0* of hi® educational thoughts.
This chapter highlights mainly those aspects of Ms life which 
are significant from the point of view of the development of 
Ms educational thoughts*

rn^msm »is.jrasmaafr
§j«aiw

TMs chapter describes the con tenpotary educational 
background, so as to gat the proper perspective of 
or, Radhakrishnan’© educational thoughts. This chapter high
lights mainly those incidents end features of education which 
are significant from the point of view of the development of 
contemporary educational thoughts end precticee,

smzimsu* toughs

mmmm, vm*wsumtm
siLmmmm

This chapter deals with &r* Radhakrishnan*s educational 
thoughts regarding various aspects of education such as aims 
of education, curriculum, teacMng methods and teachers, pupils 
and teacher*ptipil relatioesMp, It describes his views upon 
these aspects of education,

msmm « .m

TMs chapter deals with ®r, Radhakrishnan*s thoughts 
regarding the nature and aims of university Education, it
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also describes his thoughts and recommendations regarding 

post-graduate teaching and research.

CHAPTER*.VI s PR. RAPHAKRISHKAfl'S THOUGHT
mmmm..
§mmm

This chapter describes his thoughts regarding the 

meaning of religion and need for religious instruction. It 

also discusses his thoughts regarding instruction in religious 

and moral education, it also deals with his suggestions and 

recommendations on religious and moral education.

CHAPTER-VII t PR. KAPHAKRIEltiAh Qti WOH£R*S 
BPUCATIQM

This chapter discusses his thoughts regarding the 

importance of women's education. It describes the nature of 
women's education and the special courses of study for women. 

It also Illustrates his suggestions for the improvement of 

women's education.

CHAPTER-VIII » PR, RafrHAKfgSlfWi.'S THOUGHTS
OH RURAL EDUCATION

This chapter describes his thoughts regarding the 

rural primary and secondary schools as well as the rural 

colleges and rural universities. It describes the need, the
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curriculum and the administration of rural colleges and 
rural universities. This chapter also illustrates his 
thoughts regarding the autonomy in rural educational 
institutes and his views regarding the rural upliftment by 
rural education.

CHftPTEfUIX $ DR. RAPMAKRISHNAM* S THOUGHTS OK 
DIFFERENT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

This chapter deals with or. RadhaJcrishnan* s thoughts 
regarding vocational and professional education in Agriculture, 
Commerce. Education. Engineering and Technology, Law and 
Medicine, only the significant points in each field are 
highlighted in this chapter.

CHAPTER-* « THE^BPACTLOILDB^
EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS ON MODERN

This chapter deals with the impact of Dr.Radhakri- 
shnan's thoughts on modem Indian education and its practices. 
It deals with the impact of his educational thoughts upon 
the modem education with regard to the various aspects of 
education like, the aims of education, curriculum, teaching 
methods, teachers, pupils and teacher-pupil relationship. It 
also discusses his impact upon modem higher education, 
religious and moral education, women's education and rural
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education too* it also deals with the intact of his 

educational thoughts upon different vocational and professional 
education like* agriculture* commerce* education* engineering 
and technology, law and medical education*

CHAPTER*-XI * RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This concluding chapter describes recommendations 
based on Or* Radhakrishnan* s educational thoughts regarding 
various aspects* types and levels of education* The researcher 
felt a need to suggest some recommendations with a view to 
modifying and improving the present educational thoughts and 
practices. This chapter also suggests some problems for 
further research studies.
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